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A long train. My first meaningful experience of Europe has been a journey around many 
countries in 1994. I just had graduated from high school and with a group of friends we 
travelled with the inter rail in France, Belgium Netherlands, Luxembourg and Spain. Inter 
rail is a global pass that permits you to discover Europe by trains in a cheap way. I lived 
fifteen crazy days during which I felt, for the first time, part of our continent.


The first stop was Amsterdam. I still remember the channels, the multicultural 
atmosphere and the Anna Frank’s house. Then, leaving the city and looking at the train 
scoreboards, we decided to reach Luxembourg City. It was exciting deciding where to go 
at the last moment, following only our instinct. Then I remember the astonishment for the 
beauty of Paris. In that period of my life I lived at Cuneo, a small town in the north of Italy, 
and I was impressed by the so called City of lights. 


Our last stop was Barcelona. I still remember the narrow streets of the center, the smell 
of the fried chicken, an hot room in the B&B without a window, the freshness of the white 
melon and the vibrant energy of Spain. The last day, going to the airport, I was robbed in 
the metro, so I a few seconds I lost my money, my passport and my ticket. It was hard for 
me to be alone in a foreign city but I remember the help of the employer at the Italian 
Consulate and my clarity of mind in handling an unforeseen situation. I came back home 
after a delay of 12 hours and a bit of fear, but nothing could destroy my love for traveling 
and for Europe. Something had really changed in me forever.


